
Trail Counter Program Report + Data Tables 2021

In the summer of 2021, RCR Trail Counter Tech Connor Frithsen placed and monitored 26 counters in

the Emerald Mountain, Bu�alo Pass, and Core Trail vicinities. Of these, 20 were infrared (captures most

movement) and 6 were magnetic (captures mountain bikes - or the occasional swinging trail tool). The

counter program is funded by the the City of Steamboat in

partnership with Routt County Riders. Counters have been

placed since 2014 or so, installed on a rolling basis as trail

inventory increases and our usage patterns require new or

updated monitoring. Since 2014, RCR has worked closely with

City of Steamboat Parks + Rec sta� to hone in on best practices

with these counters and managed some of the bigger

challenges with counter malfunctions, occasional vandalism, and data inconsistencies. For a birds-eye view

on data collected this year and some of his field-based experiences while monitoring counters, you can read

Connor Frithsen’s narrative season report here.

Instead of nitpicking exact data numbers, as you will see can be misleading when it comes to drawing

overarching conclusions, we encourage you to see things in broad brushstrokes. Connor made a few notes in

his narrative report that are visible in the graphs and tables below, notably -

1. User increases were counted at Blackmer Drive* (+13%) and Spring Creek (+4%) Trailheads. (*See

data notes on Blackmer Drive TH data at the end of this report)

2. User decreases were seen on almost all other counter locations - many demonstrated a decrease from

summer 2020 to summer 2021, but 2019 and 2021 numbers are relatively comparable in most cases.
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Before giving a look to the trail counter data and graphs over the past several years, there are a few

more things to keep in mind. Give a read!

● We use two types of counter out in the forest, one is an

infrared sensor that picks up movement from pretty much

anything in front of the sensor - this is hikers, elk, bikers, an

errant tree branch that falls in front and swings lazily, etc.

Our magnetic counters are meant to capture the metal of

each bike that passes but will not pick up hikers, elk, and

whatnot. The infrared sensors are used more broadly to

capture all trail use, and magnetic counters are deployed on

some bike-specific trails and to accompany an infrared if we

have the stock of counters to do it concurrently on one trail.

● Data errors can occur for myriad reasons, not limited to -

○ A dead battery that halts data collection until the counter gets a visit

○ Swinging branches, elk, and anything not human-related passing in front of a sensor

repeatedly

○ People using the trail in side-by-side will typically only be picked up as 1 user by a sensor

○ Delay and spacing - we set a ‘delay’ to reset the counter after a person passes by. If two hikers

or riders are following each other in very quick succession, sometimes that second person (or

anyone following rapidly) will not be counted.

● Outside of errors, we are limited in counter placement by the unpredictability of the seasons in

Northwest CO. Sometimes it will take a while to be able to gain access on higher-elevation Bu� Pass

trails in the spring, and then an early October snow will halt our program as our Counter Tech makes

his rounds picking up the units before winter.
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It is very interesting to pull a year’s worth (or several years worth) of trail usage data and see how

things either do or don’t line up with the narratives we have grown accustomed to telling ourselves. Yes, trail

usage is generally on the rise in the Steamboat Springs vicinity.

However, most counters tell us that this year the singletrack

trails actually saw slightly less use than the year prior - it

means that we are having many interesting discussions about

why this could be.

One of the theories  we’ve tossed around is whether

summer 2020 was truly a “COVID usage bubble” - i.e. a

somewhat outlying increase in trail use when people were

more determined to spend time outdoors with friends and family during the earlier months of the COVID-19

pandemic. Other things that may have contributed to less singletrack usage in summer of 2021 include: heavy

smoke and poor air quality due to nearby and far-flung wildfire activity, lengthy closures of upper NPR for

maintenance and rebuilding work, precipitation patterns in late spring and early fall, etc.

Enjoy the numbers that follow on the next page, keeping in mind that the “Y” axis (vertical, left side)

totals are mostly an extrapolation of estimated average daily users stretched out across an entire year, as

opposed to an exact head count. This is especially true for Bu�alo Pass and most singletrack usage areas

which shut down during snowier months.
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Emerald Mountain - Front Side (City of Steamboat)

Emerald Mountain - Back Side (BLM)
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Blackmer Trailhead* (see notes at end of report)

Spring Creek Trailhead
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Core Trail

Bu�alo Pass
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For a spreadsheet of all active counter locations with data, please click here.

And - thanks for reading!

- Laraine Martin, Routt County Riders Executive Director

_________________________________________________

*Blackmer Drive Trailhead Data Notes

The Blackmer Drive Trailhead is one that we want to pay extra attention to data, as it can be a

good gauge for usage increases + patterns due to its popularity and proximity to town. Historically,

however, this location has been one of our more challenging to monitor. This can be due to the wide

corridor of the road itself - counter locations have been tweaked over the years to try and get a

more accurate reading of folks who pass by. Many people may pass far enough away from the

reader that they don’t register a count, or people walk 2-3 abreast, creating inaccurate counts if the

reader can’t “see” everyone. Sometimes there is nonlinear movement around the counters as

people gather in a group and move back and forth from the kiosk zone.

Generally, we have seen Blackmer counter numbers that are about 30-40% lower than what

we would expect from every year 2017-2021, with the notable exception of the winter of 2018 when

counts were abnormally high. Starting in 2021, the new counter we placed does seem to be

gathering numbers that are closer to what we expect. For this reason, looking at the raw data from

Blackmer Drive TH can be misleading, and we’ve added an asterisk to Column B on that sheet to

make a note of it. In order to avoid data manipulation in its raw form, but in order to illustrate the

growth patterns more accurately, we’ve pulled numbers and artificially added 40% ONLY for the

Blackmer TH graph on page 5 of this report.
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